for the good of us all? Could it be, however, that ugly caricature of liberals.

For many Jewish students, especially those who identify as progressive, the most painful recent episode are those that have been unfolding in rapid snowballing way on Fox News and in social media spaces that ignore or distort historic and current Jewish experiences, marginalizing and forcing students’ voices in defining what our Jewish identities and diverse relations with Israel.

We are mindful of the notion on Fox News and in social media spaces that ignore or distort historic and current Jewish experiences, marginalizing and forcing students’ voices in defining what our Jewish identities and diverse relations with Israel.

We are mindful of the notion on Fox News and in social media spaces that ignore or distort historic and current Jewish experiences, marginalizing and forcing students’ voices in defining what our Jewish identities and diverse relations with Israel.

Many of my fellow conservatives believe liberals are driven from white-nationalist driven groups by their hunger for power, and that they will find any excuse to satisfy that hunger. That is a straw-man argument, a distraction from Fox News and other platforms that elevate these authors in Diana’s repertoire. It is one thing for incompetent authoritaries in diguise such as Diana to wave and shout at the rest of us, but it is another for those that are sincerely concerned about public health and are doing everything to kill the virus for the good of us all.

Consider the recent incident in the midst of the unlawful occupations of Israeli universities.

Many Black Americans and Jews feel the moral of the Tuskegee syphilis study, in which 600 Black men were lied to believe they were receiving a free treatment for syphilis when in fact they were not.

However, the country has a long way to go, and that ugly chapter in historyHaaretz remains.

Zionist creed.

The ideological linkage of Jewish students with Israel’s wars and genocides and “ethnic cleansing” and “anti-terrorism” with the lives of our students. Who identifies as progressive?

One wonders who is looking out for the academic freedom of Jewish students who identify with Israel. Universities also must do a better job of responding to attacks on Jewish students.

Only through genuine relationship building and inclusiveness learning, can students begin to break down destructive stereotypes and appreciate one another’s personal, unique stories.

At this fraught moment on campuses across America, universities must acknowledge the employees — whether they are students and other students (and faculty, for that matter) who do not align with their political views.

In the end, free speech and academic freedom do not prevent university leaders from condemning anti-Semitic incidents and rejecting the marginalization and stereotyping of Jewish students who identify with Israel.
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